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ABSTRACT

Objective: Family can play a vital role in promoting the overall well-being of the critically ill patient. Despite this positive attribute, some nurses, for various reasons are hesitant to include family in patient care. The study explored family members and nurses’ perspectives and experiences of family involvement in caring for patients in intensive care units. The objectives were to describe both nurses and family members’ perspectives and experiences of family involvement in care.

Methods: A descriptive exploratory qualitative study. Focus-group interviews were conducted using a purposeful sample of six family members of critically ill patients and six nurses from two intensive care units of a hospital in Bahrain.

Results: A central finding was that overall critical care nurses were reluctant to involve family in care, despite the fact that generally family members were willing to participate in care. Themes that were common to both participant groups were that caring practices and active communication were central to quality patient care. Both groups agreed that kinship roles and relationships were pivotal to caring practices and enabled a sense of security and reassurance for family and patients. Despite the fact that nurses were aware that family knowledge of the patient made it possible for them to personalize patient care, they were reluctant to have open communication with family members and to include them in care. Instead they favored policy development to guide family involvement.

Conclusions: Family members expressed the need to be part of caring practices. While the nurses acknowledged that family involvement in patient care benefited the patient they wanted policy guidelines to guide this participation in care. The findings suggest that role clarification of family members and clarification on the responsibilities of nurses are needed if family members are to be involved so that patient care adheres to international standards while maintaining cultural sensitivity to Islamic family values.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intensive care unit (ICU) is a complex clinical setting, where the focus is on the clinical needs of the patient[1] with less attention given to family requirements. Clinical and technical proficiencies are viewed as an indispensable components for nurses working in the critical care, skills that
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are frequently considered to be of greater importance than caring aspects. Critical illness often occurs without warning, leaving the critically ill relatives feeling vulnerable and helpless with no clear knowledge about the patient’s prognosis or outcomes.\(^2\)-\(^4\)

**Background**

Family Systems Theory\(^5\) describes the family as an interdependent, interactive system whose whole is greater than the sum of its parts. In line with this perspective, Islamic family structures and values consider family relationships to be at the core of their system as opposed to societies where individuals and individual decision making takes precedence. Thus, in the Arab world maintaining family bonds and cohesiveness is an overall family goal and reflects decision making processes whereby Arab Muslims sacrifice their individuality for the sake of preserving family unity.\(^6\)-\(^7\) Disturbance of the family system affects the unity and the dynamic relationship between family members, for example the admission of a family member to hospital with illness crises, can result in changes to the functioning of the entire family system.\(^8\) The impact of the admission of a family member to an ICU may be stressful to the support system resulting in a crisis within the family as it places the family beyond what is considered a normal sphere of coping. It has previously been established\(^2\),\(^9\)-\(^11\) that meeting family members basic needs can facilitate effective coping mechanisms when dealing with the admission of a family member to the ICU. Some of these basic needs include proximity and being near the patient, information, reassurance and support. Studies\(^12\)-\(^14\) suggest that a high level of family comfort may contribute to a largely favorable family experience when a family member is admitted to an ICU. It seems, however, that nurses frequently find it challenging to consider the care of the family as a vital component of the care of the patient, and often struggle to establish a balance between patient care and the care needs of family members.\(^8\)

The interactional and interpersonal dimensions of helping situations are described as caring.\(^15\) Caring is a universal phenomenon in everyone’s life, and a fundamental concept in relation to the nursing profession.\(^16\) In Islam, caring is considered a spiritual action, in which the caring individual receives rewards from God for good deeds.\(^17\) The spiritual dimension of caring for Islamic nurses positions caring as a fundamental part of patient care. Caring is a core concept of the Muslim faith and for Muslim nurses it defines and shapes their commitment to professional practice and their relationships with patients’ with whom they share similar values thus, enhancing a sense of shared meaning within the professional caring relationship.\(^18\) Despite the difficulty of defining caring as a concept it is one that is accepted worldwide within the discipline of nursing. Some would argue that, nursing without caring, cannot be called nursing.\(^16\) It seems that caring practices are developed and enhanced with close interactions with patients and family members.\(^19\) Patients in ICUs in the main, because of their illnesses are unable to communicate their care needs, thus family members can play an essential role in communication and in acting for the “silent” patient. In Islamic culture, the extended family, especially immediate family members, play a key role in when a family member is sick. They receive and disseminate information related to the patient and their family, clinical decision making and communication is more difficult. Patient-centeredness is an indicator of quality care, and the essence of a reciprocal relationship and inter-subjective experience that neither the patient nor healthcare providers can precisely define.\(^20\) Hoffman\(^21\) and Al-Mutairi et al.\(^22\) in two different cultural contexts studied the active involvement of families in ICUs and both study findings evidenced the advantages of increasing family involvement in the care of critically ill patients resulted in family centered care. Engstrom and Soderberg\(^2\)’s\(^25\) focus group findings indicated that the presence of close family members was expected by nurses and it was frustrating for them and the patients if their family members were not proximally close. In many ICUs family members are not actively or consistently involved in patient care.\(^26\)-\(^27\) Limited involvement in patient care activities challenges close family members to assume the likely expected role when the patient returns home.\(^23\) Additionally in the context of serious illness, individuals usually depend on others to help them think and feel their way through difficult decisions, as important health decisions are usually not made in isolation.\(^28\) Thus, the goal of this study was to explore family members’ and nurses’ perspectives and experiences of family involvement in caring for patients in ICU, with the objective of describing both nurses’ and family members’ perspectives and experiences of family involvement in care in order to gain an understanding of how the care process might be enhanced.

### 2. Methods

A qualitative research design using focus-group interviews was conducted to generate data. A semi-structured interview topic guide was developed to guide the focus group discussions, in order to achieve the overall study aim and objectives. Broad open questions were used only as guide (see Tables 1, 2), and the moderator used additional probes...
Two intensive care units of a large hospital in Bahrain were the study sites. The population were the family members of patients admitted to the ICUs and the critical care staff nurses working in the units.

Table 1. Family members interview guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderator introduces herself and position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask participants to introduce each-other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefly describes the aims and objectives of the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassures participants of confidentiality and anonymity aspects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How do you feel about your (family members’) involvement in the care of your loved ones (patients’)?**

*Guiding points/Probes*
- Support/encourage this involvement
- Ability to share/engage in the care/decision making process
- Time given to address concerns and questions
- Obstacles encountered with/during your involvement

**(If not)** How do you think you could be involved? Would you like to be involved?

**Tell me about how you received the information by nurses about your family member?**

*Guiding points/Probes*
- Ease
- Understandable
- Completeness
- Consistency

**Could you tell me what maybe be the benefits (if any) of your (families’) involvement in the care of your loved ones (patients) are?**

*Guiding points/Probes*
- Emotional needs
- Physical needs (critical/non-critical tasks)
- Spiritual needs
- Patient benefits
- Family members benefits
- Staff benefits

**Would you tell me what the disadvantages (if any) of families’ involvement in the care of their family members would be?**

*Guiding points/Probes*
- Patient safety
- Quality of care

**What else would you like us to know so we can take better care of our patients and their families?**

We would like to thank you very much for your participation and your opinions

The study used two focus groups; one consisted of the critical care nurses and the other of critical care patients’ family members. A non-probability purposive sampling method was implemented with a sample of six participants from each group. Krueger and Casey[29] suggested that a smaller group (between 6-8 participants) shows a greater potential to gain a variety of perspectives while also being small enough not to get disorderly or fragmented. Family members younger than 18 years unable to read, non-English speaking, and unwilling to participate or sign the consent form were excluded from the study. Only family members of non-trauma surgery patients who had been admitted to the ICUs for at least 48 hours and had experienced involvement in caring activities were approached to participate in the study. The criteria for participation for the critical care nurses’ were that nurses should be registered with a valid clinical license, had worked for at least two years in intensive care settings and had experienced family members’ involvements in caring activities. All
participants, both family members and nurses were Muslims. While the focus of the study was not on Muslim individuals per se the majority (70.2%)[30] of the population in Bahrain are Muslims.

Table 2. Critical care nurses interview guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderator introduces herself and position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask participants to introduce each-other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefly describes the aims and objectives of the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassures participants of confidentiality and anonymity aspects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How do you feel about family members’ involvement in the care of patient?

**Guiding points/Probes**
- Support/encourage this involvement
- Ability to share/engage in the care/decision making process
- Time given to address family members concerns and questions
- Obstacles encountered with/during family members involvement

*(If not)* How do you think the family members could be involved? Would you like them to be involved?

Tell me about how you have handed the information to the families’ regarding their family member?

**Guiding points/Probes**
- Ease
- Understandable
- Completeness
- Consistency

Could you tell me what maybe be the benefits *(if any)* of families’ involvement in the care of their family members are

**Guiding points/Probes**
- Emotional needs
- Physical needs (critical/non-critical tasks)
- Spiritual needs
- Patient benefits
- Family members benefits
- Staff benefits

Would you tell me what the disadvantages *(if any)* of families’ involvement in the care of their family members would be?

**Guiding points/Probes**
- Patient safety
- Quality of care

What else would you like us to know so we can take better care of our patients and their families?

We would like to thank you very much for your participation and your opinions

Prior to the commencement of the study the application was scrutinized by the Royal College of Surgeon in Ireland – Medical University of Bahrain Research Ethics Committee (REC). Following approval from the REC the first author accessed the Ministry of Health REC. The first author then negotiated with the gate keepers in the Ministry hospital in order to gain access to the participants. Processes that ensured that attention was given to respecting all potential participants and also that the study was considered scientifically robust and that it was anticipated that the outcomes would be of beneficence to the wider community. Prior to the start of the study an information leaflet was displayed in the hospital inviting people to take part in the study. Those who were interested contacted the first author and she verbally outlined the study purpose to them prior to taking part; information leaflet about the general nature of the study, purpose, benefits and expectations was distributed as also informed consent forms. Informed consent was formally signed prior to start of the focus groups. The interviews took place in one of the ICU conference rooms. Group discussions were recorded using a Sony digital voice recorder and all the interview data was transcribed verbatim by the first author. Observational notes were made immediately after each interview by the assistant moderator and the first author to contribute to the accuracy of the data collected. First impressions and conclusions about the study process and outcomes were expressed during a de-
briefing with the assistant moderator and the researcher after both focus group interviews. Participants' comments were integrated into a second draft report. Supplementary remarks were kept as additional information. All participants were allocated different codes to ensure confidentiality of data and anonymity of participants. The data was kept secure on a password encrypted computer. The only other person who read the data was the second author. The assistant moderator of the focus groups also signed a confidentiality form. Details collected pertaining to patients and their hospitalization was taken from the participants’ perspective and not from the patients’ records. Participants had the right and the freedom to withdraw from the study at any time without any coercion of any type and they were reassured that their participation was voluntary.

Data analysis

Krueger’s[31] framework was used to analyze the data, which facilitated the emergence of themes. The framework consists of seven criteria for interpreting coded data including: words, context, internal consistency, frequency and extensiveness of comments, specificity of comments, intensity of comments, and big ideas. The purpose of choosing Krueger’s framework analysis is not only to make sense of the participants’ quotes, but also to be to see the relationship between the quotes and the links between the data.[32] Through thematic content analysis; the process of analysis included a full transcription of the interview material, reading the material several times to gain a sense of the content. The whole transcript was then read again to identify, extract and classify data into condensed meaning units, bearing in mind the aim of the study. After selecting the units of significance or of meaning, units were sorted into categories. Those categories that were related to each other were subsumed into general themes.[29] The categories of items and the reduction of items into themes were validated independently by the first author. Conceptually, similar events were grouped together to form a framework of categories and subcategories. Following discussion and comparison with the co-author, themes were revised and consensus was reached, that is significant for completeness of the interpretation and rigour.[33]

3. FINDINGS

All respondents’ were Bahraini, Muslims. Ages for both participant groups ranged between 26 to 38 years old. Nurses’ participants work experience ranged from 2 to 13 years of experience, 2:4 male to female ratio respectively were recruited. Family members’ participants all included close family members and were all females in gender. From the six family members, four members each were recruited from different patients and two family members from the same patient. All family members who participated in this study had no previous experience of caring practices in an ICU context, but some of them been exposed to an ICU environment. Data saturation was reached in both focus group interviews, as participants repeated information. All participants stated having experienced an open atmosphere, and been able to say what they wanted. Themes that were common to both participant groups were that caring practices and active communication were central to quality patient care (see Figure 1). Kinship roles and relationships were pivotal to caring practices and enabled a sense of security and reassurance for family and patients. Two main themes emerged from the analysis of family members’ data: (1) caring aspects, and (2) communication and relationships. Two themes emerged from the analysis of the nurses’ data: (1) family involvement, and (2) being involved.

3.1 Family experiences

3.1.1 Caring aspects

Being part of caring practices was important for family members. The subthemes that formed this core theme were: (1) desire to be involved, (2) the challenges of being there, and (3) the importance of support and respect.

Desire to be involved

Participants described how they wanted to be near their critically ill loved ones. Expressions of empathy and physical contact were interpreted by the family members as a sign of demonstrating care and support. Family members appreciated simple gestures of physical connection and even described that slight increase in physical closeness, like a touch of the hand, was therapeutic for both the family members and the patient during these stressful times, instilling a sense of security and reassurance:

“we have a common saying that the family should be always around the sick person, being there makes us feel better, because we can understand what is going on for my brother [the patient], if he is getting better or not and how we can help him” (AM).

“I feel it is [providing support] a step must be taken for the patient . . . it is an element that helps the person to get back to his normal life” (FY).

Participants described how this need was linked to their kinship role and relationship to the patient and this made them feel it as a natural instinct and desire. While family members expressed the need to perform caring tasks for the patient, despite of the patient’s condition, they expressed the need to
have this care supervised by the respective nurse. Caring for the patient helped family members maintain family bonds and cohesiveness and helped to minimize the disturbance imposed on the family unit following a family member’s admission to the ICU. Participants described how this caring was for them healthy and natural. They also seen it as a stepping stone enabling them to assist the patient in resuming their normal life when discharged. Participants when describing this care referred to themselves as “long-term caregivers” compared to nurses which was described as a “temporary/short-term caregivers”: “we are going to continue the care that they give now, who is going to continue their job in the end?... us!!” (FY) “nurses should know that they give care for short time only … but family they will take care of him [the patient] for life” (AS).

**Figure 1.** Common themes shared among family member’s of critically ill patient & critical care nurses’ participant

**The challenges of being there**

An obstacle impeding their presence and the continuum of their natural role and relationship responsibilities were the restricted ICU visiting hours. Participants articulated the need for flexible visiting hours, and proposed that special consideration for unique access be given to at least one significant family member, based on kinship and relationship roles. Participants expressed concerns about the profeleration of visitors around their loved ones and suggested limiting visitors to maintain patient’s safety and also give the patient a chance to rest: “not all family members should be around the sick person because I feel the patient is being harmed, my brother was harmed when he there are so many visitors and he still does!” (AM). “the nurse should explain that so many family members cause discomfort for the patient” (AS).

**The importance of support and respect**

Participants expressed the need for nurses to have a thorough consideration of the emotional impacts imposed on family members and to understand the family’s need to be holistically supported, assessed on individual basis and to have more patience when dealing with family members during this critical time: “the nurse should give emotional support for the relative in spite of the patient condition, whether if she gives information or not, she should give emotional support
Participants expressed their wishes to be treated with dignity and respect. Most of the participants reported that they were ignored, and dealt with as if they did not exist:

“the nurses and the doctors they should treat the relative with humanity . . . not to just explain to do the job and you don’t feel for them! it’s a part of their [nurses] job, a part of my right, to be treated like a human” (AS) “it’s like we don’t exist” (AM).

One of the participants described how a nurse was careless about the patient’s confidentiality; they described how they had found the patient’s diagnostic reports on the table. According to the participant, the assigned nurse assumed that family members would not be able to read technical medical data:

“I found the CT report on my cousin’s table . . . this report is confidential!!” (AS) “they [nurses] didn’t consider that a family member could read it” (AS) “maybe we could or can read this report!” (FS).

3.1.2 Communication and relationships
Family members highlighted the need to establish a relationship based on effective communication skills with the nurses during the caring process. They described how such a relationship determined their participation in care. When communication was poor family members did not feel that they were being included in the care process. The two subthemes that constituted this theme were: (1) seeking information and (2) the need for information.

Seeking information
Family members expressed the view that that a good communicative relationship with the nurses was vitally important. Having full information enabled them to tailor care and more fully support their loved one. Unfortunately, many family members did not feel they had received full information about their family member: “no instructions or information provided, unless you keep on asking and asking . . . my mother had to go after him [doctor] to ask him about my brother, as the nurse did not answer my mother questions clearly” (AY).

However, one participant voiced that some nurses were approachable and provided them with the needed support and information: “honestly when I asked the nurse she was so supportive, and gave me all the information in a simple way like explaining it for a baby, so easy to understand, although I didn’t want that much of information, but she gave me anyway” (AM).

Many of the participants felt that the nurses were not being honest when asked or questioned about the patient’s condition. They concluded that most nurses were afraid to disclose information related to patient’s condition and were hesitant to reveal if the patient’s condition had deteriorated:

“other [nurses] were really, really hard to talk with and were unsupportive, so it depends on the nurse herself” (AY).

“She [the nurse] should give us information that is correct, but it doesn’t mean that she should lie or hide something or say that she don’t know . . . she should explain that she is not allowed to give information and the doctor is responsible” (FS).

The need for information
Participants’ elaborated further on how information could have enabled them to be more confident during the caring process and thus improve their emotional well-being, while reducing their worry and making them feel useful:

“if there wasn’t enough information or instructions provided by the nurses, then we might hurt or harm the patient while caring” (AY).

“having information and being there can actually help us not only to give care but emotionally as well, better than being worried all the time about what will happen to him or if he is okay or not” (AY) “knowing what is going on makes us relaxed and feel better, so we do need it” (AY).

Family members’ emphasized how they considered themselves as a rich source of information related to patient. They also elaborated how they could provide a comprehensive picture of the patient, such as his/her daily life, interests and habits, thus adding to the nurses’ general knowledge of the patient: “the nurse has general information about the patient, and relative they are the other hand of patient” (AS).

3.2 Nurses experiences
3.2.1 Family involvement
The findings from the nurses’ group discussion indicated several differences’ of perspectives and experiences of family members’ presence and involvement in care. The subthemes that emerged from the data analysis were: (1) supporting
family members in the situation, (2) caring aspects, and (3) communication shapes caring practices.

Supporting family members in the situation

In the main, patients’ admissions were unplanned, leaving family members emotionally unprepared for the illness event. The nurses in this study noticed that the ICU environment had a distinct impact on the family members and on their willingness to be involved in care. The more comfortable they felt in the ICU, the more they are able to support the patient. Some critical care nurses felt that it was important to prepare family members for the ICU environment, and to the critical illness of the patient especially if this was the first experiences of an ICU for family members. They considered that making family feel welcomed was an important part of the patient care and was vital towards initiating family participation in care: “we should encourage the relatives to involve... we should welcome and encourage them [relatives] to come and talk with the patient ... with explanation they will involve in care” (B).

Caring aspects

Most of the nurses favored to include only the immediate and closest family members in selected caring practices: “still the type of relative, maybe his wife feeding him, it is like acceptable for some patients but the common relative will be maybe very shameful for the patient that somebody is feeding him ... actually a wife or if he is child and the mother is feeding him it is helpful for him, maybe, even psychologically, relatives also they will feel that patient is taking feed from them, they will feel that he is little bit healthy ... so for both of them it will be beneficial” (MU).

However, one participant reasoned that involvement in care specially when attending to the personal hygienic needs of the patient, regardless the kinship and relationship roles to the patient, could endanger the patient privacy: “I don’t like to ask the family to come inside the patient room and change the patient in front of them. I don’t like that at all, not even just to show them how it is done ... I think there will be no privacy for the patient, after all he is still a patient even if they are his family” (MU).

In response to the above, participants voiced that nurses have the option to ask the family members to leave the patient room in situations where they feel that the integrity of patient is threatened.

Communication shapes caring practices

Providing information and using effective communication skills are central aspects of meeting family needs and in establishing an interactive reciprocal relationship. Although nurses discussed how, and when, families should be given information, it appears that, for whatever reason, it is not always practiced. Nurses reflected difficulties in communicating effectively with family members and some strongly acknowledged the significance of having a part in the communication process and supporting families: “if we explain it in an easy way, making it more simple, they will [get] involved in the feeding, but if we explain it in a difficult way and told them [family] that the patient is in the critical area, they will not [want to be] involved, but with our explanation and encouragement they will [get] involved” (B).

One participant did not consider providing such information as of significance or value towards family members’ involvement in care. Other participants, however, described how they could foster relationships through communicating with family members and asking them whether they wanted to participate in some of selected nursing care activities: “we should make the family aware about this [family role!] most of people [family] are not aware that they can involve in the patient care under the nurses supervision” (R).

While most of the participants agreed it was important to be truthful and not withhold information when communicating with families about the patient’s condition, others described situations where it was difficult to do so, especially if poor patient clinical outcomes were expected or if a physician had ordered them not to disclose any information to families or patients: “Actually we have limitation or restrictions in answering the family questions, because we are staff nurses, we are not doctors” (MA).

3.2.2 Being involved

The subthemes for the main theme of being involved were, (1) benefits, (2) and challenges of family members’ involvement, and (3) safe guide to family involvement.

Benefits of family members’ involvement

Most of the nurses described how family members were a rich source for information and gave them an inclusive view of the critically ill person. This information helped them to tailor patient-specific nursing care:

“we cannot give holistic nursing care without involving the family in the care ... we always think that we are the only ones who have to take decisions for the patient, but in many situations I was amazed how family members can bring options that can improve patient treatment and outcome we never thought of, they can open opportunities because we [nurses] are system oriented, we are disease oriented professionals, family thinks in a different way, family can al-
ways try to integrate the social and emotional, physical and economical and a lot of aspects in regards to patient care, and once when we come to take a decision, they are a very good source, they can give you options sometimes you will never think of” (R).

Some nurses believed that including family members in selected minor caring activities, could enhance the patients overall well-being and provide moral support. This would benefit both the family members’ and the patient while also assisting the nurses to give holistic nursing family orientated care:

“from my personal experience illnesses is like a heart shape, if you involve the loved ones [family] in care planning and delivering that care that could improve and strengthen the familiar bond between family and their loved ones, as long as that involvement is reasonably induced taking in consideration the patient benefit and preventing harm that can have a great influence and impact on the family relationship. ‘Beneficence’ means we have to do everything that is good to the patient, involving family in the care, is something good, we need to move our standard of care a little bit one step ahead, and not just to keep on delivering a very traditional nursing care” (R).

### Challenges of family members’ involvement

Although nurses acknowledged the benefits of including family in care many were hesitant to do so. It appeared that nurses previous experience, busy schedule, the patients clinical condition, type of caring activity, and family relationships for example, kinship role and emotional responses and awareness, were factors that influenced their willingness to include family members in care. For some of the nurses their previous experiences of family involvement were not positive. Some felt that family lacked the skills of care and respect toward the nurses’ role. Also some participants felt uncomfortable and stressed to be constantly observed at the bedside by the visiting family and blamed if something goes wrong: “the family are like spectators watching the game over the days over the course of the illness ...” (R). “If you involve the family to do something for the patient and if any mistake happen they will blame the nurse” (A).

The nurses described how it was challenging for them to establish a balance between supporting the family members and providing care to the critically ill patient. They described this as being torn between caring for the patient as their priority, and recognizing their responsibility towards families:

“Obstacle, it is actually the time, teaching relatives and asking them to involve in care will take time especially we are here in ICU ... our time is limited and mostly the patient condition is very critical and we are afraid of giving anyone a task because it is our responsibility ... giving someone else any task, maybe it could harm the patient ...” (MU).

In addition to the busyness of the unit the participants regarded the ICU visitation hours to be insufficient and an obstacle towards the establishment of a partnership between the nurses and family members: “... here in ICU we have visiting hours only 4 to 5 pm and 7 to 8 pm so it is only two hours, and each person should stay 5 minutes only, so I don’t think during this 5 minutes he can do one task even feeding will take more than 5 minutes...” (MA).

Family visitation and participation in caring activities, was from the nurses’ perspectives very depended on the patients clinical condition and the type of treatment they were receiving. Care by a family member who is a non-healthcare professional raised concerns for the nurses about patient safety and quality of care and was expressed as a barrier to family presence and participation. As patients’ situations are variable and most families tend to be emotionally distraught, nurses recommended that family presence should be an option and nurses suggested that family participation in care should be preceded by special training with nurses’ supervision for close monitoring for quality of care:

“Even if it is a simple task, still it should be supervised by the nurse, you cannot leave them alone, patient might suffocate with the feed ... your existing will give self-confident to the relatives themselves and safety for the patient” (MU).

“... important things you have to take into consideration, whether the patient is connect to monitoring devices or infusions ... these things should be taken into consideration before allowing the family to be involved ... if the patient is not connected to any of these things monitoring devices or dangerous drug infusions, we can give the family the role to involve in care …” (R).

Participants had concerns in involving family members in direct nursing tasks or critical tasks and they suggested that families could be involved in non-direct caring tasks, for example, emotional, and religious supports: “family should not be involved in every and each aspect of care ... they should handle only the task which does not require an expert intervention” (R).
Safe guide to family involvement

Each patient and patient’s family member represent a unique situation that calls for an individualized approach to family presence and participation in care, and all of the nursing participants were in favor of having a “safe guide to family presence and involvement”, a clear policy that would describe the extent of family members’ involvement and their limitations during family visits and participation in care:

“... we want to have the clear rules about including patient relative in caring, like in positioning is it allowed in ICU to share? ... if it is allowed definitely I will ask him [a relative] to come with me ... I will ask the brother ... we want to have clear rule about that, is it allowed or not allowed? Is it possible with arterial line, central line?” (S).

“to regulate and to establish a procedure and a policy explaining to what extend the family should be involved in care, it should not be an open statement it should be regulated like any other procedure...” (R).

“... the rule should be clear for us, what the relative can do and what they cannot do? so if there is a clear rule about this or policy then we can promote it, but from beginning there is nothing, professionally there is nothing so we cannot even promote this partnership” (MA).

4. DISCUSSION

While the study did not intended to target on specific Muslim population, all the respondents however who consented and were willing to be part of the study were Muslims. The sample was a purposeful judgmental one and did not focus on the nature of the family relationships or gender. Rather the focus of the study was on family involvement in patient care as in Islamic culture family is central of everyday day life and care. Despite the fact that all of the family members who participated in this study had no previous experience of caring practices in an ICU context, all were very positive about being involved in care.

The findings revealed that, having an interactive relationship and being part of caring practices, improved family members overall well-being, self-esteem, role recognition, and reduced feelings of fears, helplessness, and guilt during the crisis, and also generated a sense of usefulness a finding that was consistent with other studies. However, a major constraint for families white wishing to participate in care was the visiting restrictions imposed by the units’ visitation policy. Families in this study interpreted these restrictions as being denied access to their loved ones. Islamic teachings, affirm and encourage family values and to maintain a bond of family cohesiveness. In Bahraini culture, this mutual commitment is reflected through regular family visits, providing support when needed especially during illness or disturbance to the family unity. This supportive link also extends to neighbours and other members of the community. Islam is a religion that is socially grounded in relationships with all members of a family and community experiencing a sense of social cohesion. This very significant in a Muslim community. Thus, restricting visitors may be challenging especially if the patient is dying as extended family and neighbours may want to visit to say farewell. Similarly, studies have found that flexible visiting hours helped to link and maintain familial bonds as family members reported feelings of helplessness and powerlessness when visiting times were restricted. Immediate family members had concerns about the patient safety and well-being when an overabundance of visitors resulted in the critically ill person not getting sufficient rest. All of the participants with the exception of two participant, would have liked the nurses to control the number of visitors around the patients. Some family members suggested restricting the visitors only to close members.

During the stressful times of ICU admission, family members need to be assured that their loved ones are receiving the best care possible. Communication plays a central role in this process. However as family members were not allowed to be around the patient during doctors’ rounds, they were left with insufficient information. Without sufficient information they were not able to have a genuine appraisal of the patient’s condition, a finding that is congruent with other studies. Having a picture of what is happening to their loved ones, offers a pathway on how to provide safe and effective care and helps in minimizing distress. Family members described how they sometimes blamed the nurses for not providing enough and or clear information about the patient’s condition and they were critical, stressed and sometimes aggressive towards the nurses when their information needs were not met. The majority of families wanted to receive honest and straightforward information and they found it frustrating receiving different versions of information from different nurses. They acknowledged that most nurses were hesitant and or afraid to disclose any patient details when asked. This left the family feeling anxious, frustrated and waiting longer times to obtain the information needed from physicians; they felt as if they were chasing around for information. In times of crisis often people do not have the emotional capacity to seek information, and several family members made the comment that they sometimes tended to be persistent when seeking information and...
unintentionally irritating the nurses when their needs were being ignored. Family members agreed that it was important to establish a mutual relationship based on effective communication, shared understanding, honesty, trust, respect and support. To reach a deeper understanding between participants in a dialogue, participants should address each other equally, avoid using power or restricting contributions, and most importantly respecting the personal values and decisions of each other’s. Family members highlighted their need for emotional support and to be acknowledged and assessed on individual basis. Some family members mentioned that nurses were supportive and helpful while others described how they experienced the dignity of the patient being violated. The example of a nurse commenting on the smell of a patient was cited and this triggered strong emotional reaction and summoned them to defend and protect their loved ones.

Most of the nurses in this study acknowledged the significance of active communication, sharing information and supporting family in a caring manner and meeting their essential needs. Some nurses thought it would be better to ask the family members whether they wanted to participate in care or not. Nurses often forgot to ask and most of the family members were unaware that they could be involved. While the majority of nurses agreed on the importance of being truthful about how critical the patient might be, they also described situations where it was challenging to reveal the seriousness of the patient condition. For example, when a physician ordered not to disclose any information to the patient and or the patient’s family. Mok and Chiu’s study showed that nurses who had developed relationships based on trust with families and patients, had a holistic view on patient care, and while, the nurses in this study were somewhat supportive of fulfilling the family’s needs for information they were less supportive of family involvement in care. The nurses were aware of how different family members could be. Some families questioned everything while others felt safe with the care provided. Despite the above, one nurse expressed the view that family reactions were a healthy phenomenon, regardless of the unintentional and undesirable impact on nurses. Overall the nurses in this study agreed that families are a valuable source of information and helped nurses give individualized patient care.

The nurses generally believed that when family members are given the opportunity to assist in selected non-critical caring tasks that this was of benefit to both groups. The benefits of such involvement, enabled the nurses to focus on the complicated technical tasks of care. As the majority of patients in the ICUs were intubated and unable to actively communicate with the nurses, involving family members in care meant that the nurses were able to gain an understanding and knowledge of the patient through the family. According to nurses in this study, families’ role and relationship to the patient and their previous exposures to such settings shaped the extent of family members’ involvement and interactions in care. If the nurses considered that family members were close to the patient, they were more inclined to include them in care. On the other hand, while some nurses expressed a wish to interact with families, and wanted them to be involved in care they were concerned with patient safety.

The nurses in this study suggested that family participation in care should probably be preceded by a special training along with nurses’ supervision for close monitoring for quality of care. The nurses also emphasized that family presence should be an option as patients’ situation are variable and most families at this time tend to be emotionally distraught. An additional consideration was that the nurses found it uncomfortable and stressful to be constantly observed at the bedside by the visiting family members, who they perceived as finding fault with their work.

All nurses, however, requested a clear policy to guide the extent of family involvement and to ensure that standards of care were consistently adhered to. The nurse were also concerned that an individualized approach should be taken to family involvement, one that ensured patient safety and quality of care to achieve what Potter and Mueller described as “knowing your patient”. Lovering’s crescent model of care may help critical care nurses, particularly in an Islamic culture to better know the patient and patient’s spherical social network. This knowledge may contribute to a more individualized level of care that is respectful and sensitive to Islamic patients and encompasses the family values and family needs. Nurses in this study described how higher levels of communication are needed to foster a partnership in care with families. This was challenging as the ICU visiting hours were insufficient and ultimately could be considered an obstacle towards the establishment of such partnership.

5. CONCLUSION

Themes that were common to both participant groups were that caring practices and active communication were central to quality patient care. The findings in this study reflected positive and negative experiences of both families and nurses towards family interacting with their loved ones in the ICU. While nurses differed in their experiences and opinions about family presence, the findings showed that, patients’ families felt differently. Overall, in this study there was a mismatch between the critical care nurses who were reluctant to involve family in care and the family members who were willing to take part in care. The findings indicate that there are many
challenges to family involvement in patient care. Unresolved issues identified in this study include, inadequate visitation policy, poor communication, and the concept of family support and unguided involvement. The findings highlight the frustration felt by many family members while trying to be present for their loved ones, to help out and to maintain the social family unity, structure and function. This is an aspect of care that is particularly relevant in an Islamic culture. Since majority of the family members in the study expressed willingness to take part in caring practices of their loved ones, including family members in care should be a goal per se. The nurses found that they could provide focused individualized patient care when family was actively involved in care. Family members were considered by the nurses as good source of information, despite the fact that a culture of blame was imposed on nurses when patient care and recovery did not seem to progress. The nurses wanted family involvement in care to be guided by policy that would shape the degrees of family involvement within the ICU context to ensure the delivery of quality care and patient safety. This lack of clarity illustrates the need for developing protocols that would guide such inclusion in care. While this study has identified many positive aspects of families’ inclusion for both nurses and families, it has also illustrated areas where such inclusion requires further support if to be established.

5.1 Limitations
The inclusion of the participants from the researcher’s previous work unit could be seen as a bias and a limitation to the study. However, the researcher’s work role was changed before the commencement of the study. Including two family groups and educational programmes. Future research should focus on meeting family needs.

5.2 Relevance to clinical practice
The findings from this study indicated that involving the family members in care helped them to feel involved and appeared for some to reduce the stress associated with having an ill relative in the ICU. Involving family members in care can help critical care nurses plan interventions that focus on involving family members in patient care. Professional practice could benefit from nurses having a better understanding of the needs of family members, regardless of how demanding the nursing care might be. Acknowledging and meeting family needs in a human caring way is as important as carrying out task-oriented nursing care.

Recommendations from the study evidence that role clarification and the responsibilities of nurses and families are needed to ensure that patient care adheres to international standards and is also sensitive to Islamic family values to ensure that family centered-care is practiced. The findings provide valuable insights and offer recommendations for the development of family-centered care, family support sessions or support groups and educational programmes. Future research should focus on meeting family needs.
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